IndiGo launches direct connection between Delhi and Bangkok
- Effective March 29, 2020, 6E to connect Delhi and Bangkok via daily direct flights
- Bangkok will be the 14th international destination directly connected with Delhi on IndiGo network
National, January 24, 2020: In the interest of increasing connectivity between India and South-East Asian
regions, India’s leading carrier, IndiGo, today announced the launch of daily direct flights between Delhi
and Bangkok, effective March 29, 2020. Currently IndiGo serves two Thai destinations – Bangkok and
Phuket. Increasing its presence from Delhi, Bangkok will be the 14th international destination
connected with the Capital city. These flights will cater to the growing demand on the sector, with
Thailand being one of the favourite international destination for Indian travellers.
Mr. William Boulter, Chief Commercial Officer, IndiGo said, “It gives us immense pleasure to announce
flights connecting the capitals of India and Thailand. This route will increase mobility and promote trade
and tourism between Delhi and Bangkok. The ease and cost-efficiency of travelling to Thailand for an
international vacation from India will be the growth driver for the route. Our new route will complement
the Thai government’s proactive measures to promote Bangkok as a leisure destination”.
These flights are designed to cater to business and leisure travellers who are constantly on the lookout
for new and affordable flying options. Customers who wish to plan their travel can book tickets via our
official website www.goindigo.in.
Flight Schedule:
Flight
Origin
No.
6E 0085
Delhi
6E 0086
Bangkok

Destination

Frequency

Bangkok
Delhi

Daily
Daily

Effective

Departure

29-Mar-20 10:55
29-Mar-20 17:40

Arrival
16:40
20:30

Fare
(INR)
6499
8699

About IndiGo
IndiGo is amongst the fastest growing carriers in the world. IndiGo has a simple philosophy: offer low
fares and on-time, courteous, hassle-free service. With its fleet of over 250 aircraft, the airline offers
over 1500 daily flights and connects 63 domestic destinations and 24 international destinations. For
more information, please visit www.goindigo.in. You can also connect with us on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.
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